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1=1A. Transport of radionuclidos by turbulent diffusion process»

1.2A. The radionuclides which are introduced into the sea will be dispersed
by turbulent processes caused by currents, tides, waves and so forth»
One of the most urgent needs for estimation of radionuclide behaviour
in the sea is to study such diffusion processes and to interpret
and describe the. results so that they can be used for prediction of
similar processes affecting the dispersion of radioactive materials
in marine environments",.

1.3A« A new method for the study of small-range horizontal diffusion
processes in the see. has been developed in the laboratory« The
principle of this method is to record the horizontal distribution of
some hundreds of 5~mia diam» spheres which sink from a point through
a distance of some metres in the sea with a sinking velocity of about
10 cm/seCo It is possible to calculate by a statistical method from
the horizontal distribution of these spheres in a special receptor,
the horizontal diffusion velocity in different layers of the sea
between the surface and the bottom» A simple apparatus was
constructed in the laboratory and first tests in near—shore areas
startedo The results are satisfactory. Diffusion velocities between
0.2 and 0.4 cm/sec were measured. This so—called "Monaco method"
enables information to be obtained on the structure of the starting
process of diffusion and how the process of diffusion depends on
depth and on different océanographie conditions« A knowledge of the
laws of these processes is important to permit the estimation of the
distribution in time and space of any dissolved or suspended material,
especially of radioactive isotopes in the sea.

lo4A° This work will be continued. Furthermore, the physics of diffusion
processes in the Mediterranean will be investigated for both short-
and long-range diffusion, and in shallow and deep water masses« This
will be carried out, for the most part, using dye (rhodamin) tracer.

LIB» The distribution and accumulation of radionuclides by the various
components of the marine biota.

lo2B» At least equal in importance to the physical and chemical problems are
studies of the distribution and accumulation of radionuclides by the

1» Present and future researches
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ve.rious components of the marine biota.. Uptake and loss of
radioactive materials by marine organisms play an important role
in the "biological transport of radioactivity in the sea and
accumulation allows for passage of radionuclic1.es through various
food chains with part of the radioactivity present in the water
reaching man through his use of seafoods,

Although organisms of the open sea are of importance in these
studies, of greater importance are those of coastal and inshore
areas for these receive considerable radioactive material from the
land, and a large share of the organisms utilized by man have their
habitat in the inshore areas. Uptake of radionuclldes by marine
organisms can take place from the sea water or" sediments directly*
In the higher animals, however, uptake may also be from the use of
food organisms containing the radionuclldes. It is therefore
necessary to consider both methods of uptake and the relative
importance of cacho The types and availability of food organisms
must, be based on information from field observations, and hence
laboratory and field studios are closely related.,

It is necessary to consider such types of organisms which.
represent tho different trophic levels in the marine environment,
the primary producers, tho primary consumers and the secondary and
other consumers o Consequently we need laboratory studies with
representative phytoplankton, filtering and suspension feeding
zooplankton and benthos, detritus-feeding ir 'bottom-dwelling inverte-
brates, and various predatory forms, such as decapod crustaceans
and fishes.

It is necessary to study the uptake, accumulation and the
metabolism of a number of selected elements and radionuclldes by the
different organisms. The selection is based on the relative
importance of the artificially-produced radionuclldes at present
being added to the sea or which may later be added in significant
amounts by man's activities* It is further related to the present
knowledge and understanding of the metabolism of particular elements
by the marine biota,. It is thus necessary to include some of the
fission product radionuclldes and those having induced radioactivity
from nuclear devices employed by man.

(l)

A pattern of stations was made in an area in the Bay of Roquebrune
off Monaco where the water depths increase with distance from
the coast, the outermost station being at o, depth of 500 metres.,
Employing the small oceanographic vessel of the Mus.ee Ooeano-
graphiquc, the Hinnarctta Singer, these stations are visited at
regular intervals throughout the year* At the stations the
transparency of the water is determined and samples of water
taken and the temperatures recorded for selected depths. One
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Plankton
A number of different species of algae are being maintained
in single species culture in flasks of nutrient-enriched
sea water on illuminated shelves in a controlled temperature
room. These are subdivided regularly to give fresh supplies
of nutrients,, The rate of growth of the populations is
measured from microscope counting of an aliquot or from changes
in density of a volume of the culture using a photometer*

Uptake of radionuclides is followed after separation of
the colls of a, culture by centrifugation or filtration and
resuspending them in the experimental sea water. To measure
their radioactivity, the cells of an aliquot are collected on
a small membrane filter and cither dried and placed in a small
planchet below an end-window type Gciger-Mttller tube or placed
directly in a tube which is placed in the well of a sodium-
iodide crystal detector. Portions of the filtrate or the
experimental sea water are treated and measured similarly.

Larger artj-mals
Supplies of marine animals are obtained and maintained in small
aquariums of flowing sea water on salt-water tables in the
laboratory. The experimental animals include various species
of marine worms, both those types feeding on suspended material
and those utilizing organic detritus in muds and silts;
mussels and clams, which feed by filtering suspended living or
dead organic particles from the water; and small decapod crabs
which feed on larger particulate food, such as clams and other
animal material.

Observations on the accumulation of radioactivity, its
uptake and rate of loss, are conducted with animals held in
experimental aquariums cf sea water to which are added the
different radionuclides or in which the animals arc given foods
containing radioactivity. Tho filtering types of animals are
given suspended phytoplankton cells or other particles containing
the radionuclide, at times the material being supplied in a
flowing system.

Chemical estimations of the total element present in the
tissues and organs are done to determine the specific activity
of the radionuclide and its relation to that in the water or in
the food supplied.

1.1C. Chemical behaviour of radionuclides of various chemical states in
the sea water.

l<>2Co One of the most fundamental facts required, which is indispensable
for the scientific prediction of what will happen in the conditions
in situ, is the physical or chemical state Of radionuclides in the
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portion of water is immediately filtered through a small
membrane filter and the filter brought back to the laboratory
for microscopic examination and counting of the number of
organic aggregates present. Other portions of the water
collected are brought to the laboratory for chemical estimations
of the salinity, oxygen content, and the amounts of plant
nutrients present, such as phosphate and nitrate, and for the
filtration and. measurement of the quantities of plant pigment
that can be extracted from the planktonic algae of the water.

Small nylon nets are towed at selected water depths at
the different stations to collect the minute plankton organisms.
On return to the- laboratory, these are examined under the
microscope and the abundance of different species determined.
The total volume of the organisms is measured by a displacement
method. It is thus possible to learn the vertical distribution
of the plankton at different depths at the stations and to
observe seasonal changes in total abundance and the numbers of
different species. The quantities of the phytoplankton
organisms are estimated from colorime.t.ri.c. measurement of the
chlorophyll pigments extracted with acetone after filtration
of the water samples.

The species of animals present and their abundance on the
bottom and within the bottom are observed from sorting of the
material taken by dredges, trawls, and otnor bottom-sampling
equipment. These observations are later analysed for
ecological interpretation of animal populations occupying
different locations and habitants within the sampling area, and
particularly the relation to type of bottom material at the
different locations.

Particulate material of sea water is of special importance
for the transport of radionuclides in the nutrient cycle in
the sea. According to the observed results throughout the year,
the organic aggregates seemed to bo especially abundant during
May and to a, lesser extent during February/March and again in
October. The phytoplankton abundance seems to precede that of
the aggregates while the zooplankton abundance may well be
related to the large number of aggregates present and serving
as particulate food.

(2) Laboratory experiments

Studies are being continued on the uptake and accumulation of
radionuclides by marine organisms such as phytoplankton, crabs,
clams and annelid worms. Emphasis Is placed on factors
regulating uptake and effecting accumulation processes, particul-
arly the chemical and physical forms of radionuclides available
to the organisms for uptake and accumulation.
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medium of sea water, since, even where a single radionuclide is
concerned, its "behaviour is entirely different depending on the
state in which it occurs in sea water. In particular, the biological
uptake is highly dependent on the physical or chemical form of the
radionuclides in the sea° Therefore a very close correlation
exists "between the chemical and "biological problems of radioactivity.

1»3C° The radiochemical work is much concerned with studies of the chemical
behaviour of radionuclides of various chemical states in sea water°

As a first approach to the problem, precipitate foi-mation,
which is one of the most fundamental chemical processes with ions of
various elements, was studied with radionuclides. such as chromium-51,

. manganese-54? iron-59? cobalt-6p and cerium-144- Prom the results
of the experiments it has been deduced that, in some cases, the
long-term geochernical processes of naturally occurring trace elements
in sea water have to be distinguished from the short-term processes
of artificially introduced radionuclides into sea water. For
example, in spite of the fact that a manganous or cobaltous ion
will be precipitated through oxidation to the higher oxidation state
in the course of the geochcmical cycle of each element, its radio-
isotope may stay in solution during the initial period of its
introduction into sea water.

Parallel to the precipitate formation, the process of chelation
of the metal ions concerned was also studied through laboratory
experiments. The results obtained so far suggest that the metabolic
or decomposition products of marine organisms may be important as
carrying a fraction of the trace elements occurring in sea water.

The stability of radionuclides on an ion-exchange resin in a
sea-water medium, was also studied in connection with the chemical
behaviour of radionuclides in sea water- It was found that some of
the radionuclides were easily eluted by sea wa,ter from the ion-
exchange resin used, which is mainly attributed to the presence of
calcium and magnesium ions in sea water*

The second approach was analysis of trace elements occurring
in various chemical states in the water in situ* Techniques for
the determination of trace amounts of cobalt and chromium were
developed and analyses of water samples taken from the vicinity of
Monaco arc now in progress.

The third approach was the analysis of trace elements in marine
organisms. Comparing the known content of trace elements in marine
organisms with that of sea water, the "concentration factor" of a
specific element or radionuclide is obtained, which i.s useful for
the prediction of the distribution of radionuclides in marine
organisms. Processes of concentration of a 'radionuclide by marine
organisms is closely related to the chemical state of the radio-
nuclide in environmental water. The results of analyses of
chromium, iron, cobalt and cadmium have been accumulated,from which
the characteristic features of the distribution of each element in
various marine organisms have been learned.
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These three lines of approach will converge into a general
pattern of the chemical behaviour of radionuclid.es in sea, water,
which will be obtained, after the quantitative evaluation of the
main processes talcing place in situ»

lolDo Interchange of radioisotopcs between the sea bottom and the
bottom water*

lo2Do The interchange of radio!sotopes between the solid matter suspended in
the sea and the sea viator, and. the penetration of radio? sotopes intb
the sediments of the sea bottom, are the fourth of the basic problems
of the radioactivity in the sea,.. Suspended clay and organic
particles in the sea supply a relatively large surface for sorption
reactions, and the sediments of the sea bottom arc, due to their
extent and thickness, an almost infinite layer on the earth's crust
for migration of the radio-isotopes.

Chemical and microbiological reactions and. gradients in
concentrations are the causes of the uptake and accumulation of the
radioactive isotopes in suspended particles and sediments• As far
as non—biological reactions are concerned, the movements of the
isotopes into solid particles or into the interstitial water cf the
sediments, are controlled by diffusion processes. This means that
the rate of transport depends on the gradient of the concentrations
on the spot.

The theories of molecular diffusion processes are well known,
but for the practical problems there arc not enough observations
available until now.. We have to know from experimental work the
factors which give information on how this contamination will extend
as a function of time and in different sediments in order to predict
or describe occasional contamination of the sea bottom and of the
suspended particles in tho sea. These factors are also called
"diffusion coefficients", and the measurement of these coefficients
is one of the tasks of the laboratory,

1.3Do The first task of the laboratory was to find out to what extent
the diffusion laws are applicable to this problem. The investiga-
tions were carried out in the following way:

Different parts of a bottom sample were put in a number of
plastic tubes. On top of these tubes was poured a thin layer of
sea water with the radionuclideo under consideration. After
different time intervals these tubes, after freezing, were cut into
pieces and the concentration of isotopes in each piece was determined.
The measured concentrations plotted as a function of depth in
semilogarithmical graphs give, in the case of a diffusion process, a
straight line and allow calculation of tho diffusion coefficient.
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,- The investigations wore started with inactive chloride or
Cl for samples where no chemical reaction with the sediment

occurs. This is the best way to investigate the free diffusion
"process in interstitial water.

Experiments were made with sieved sand of different grain
sizes, and with fue clay sediment of Roquebrune Bay* The diffusion
coefficient has, in the first case, the order of magnitude of
10-5 cm2/sec and, in the second case, 10 cm /sec. Since the
molecular diffusion coefficient in water has the order of magnitude
of 1-2x10"-̂  cm2/sec, it can be said from the results that the-
influence of sands on the free diffusion processes starts at a grain
size of about 500 urn. Furthermore, the general correlation between
the diffusion coefficients and the timo in which half of the
constant surface concentration is reached in 10 cm depth of the
sediments was recognized. For the fine sediments of the ocean
bottom the order of magnitude of the free diffusion coefficient will
be about 10~° cm^/sec which means a slow diffusion into the sedi-
ments, but not very different from molecular diffusion in free
solution.

Using radioactive isotopes such as Ca, Fe, Co, "Zn and
Rb chemical absorption and absorption reactions with the solid

bottom particles have been investigated.
The results have, shown 'that these reactions -can decrease the

practical diffusion coefficient by 1/10 or 1/100 or less. This
makes it impossible to measure the diffusion coefficient directly
through laboratory experiments.

It is necessary to find indirect methods to calculate the
practical diffusion coefficient (.Dp) from the free diffusion
coefficient (Df) and the distribution coefficient (K). In simple
cases and especially for the low concentrations in which radio-
isotopes occur, this can be done by the simple relation

Dp = Df (1+K)

It is the purpose of future work to use this relation and to
calculate the practical diffusion coefficients for different iso-
topes and different 'bottom sediments of the oceans'

As a second object, this experiment will provide information
on the kinetics of the absorption processes of these isotopes into
the sediment particles themselves. •"

4. Collaboration with other laboratoriesj _in^Jhg^.I-fediterranean.^area - j •
There exists a close bollaboration between the IAEA Laboratory, Monaco, the

Centre Scientifique de Monaco, which has its own "Laboratoire de Radioactivit6
Appl3 que"e", and the Institut Oceanographique de Monaco as provided in the
General Agreement.
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In addition, there exists an exchange of research experiences with other
laboratories, institutes and individual scientists, particularly with those
located around the Mediterranean, which are engaged in research related to
radioactivity in the sea« The "Laboratorio per lo studio della contaminazione
radioattiva del mare", Fiaschorino, Italy (Comitato Nazionalc per 1'Energia
Nucloare/Euratom), "Marine Radiobiological Laboratory", Rovinj, Yugoslavia,
(institut Ruder Bcskovisc Zagreb), and the "IAEA Laboratory in Monaco" hold,
twice a year? informal meetings for exchanging information on the results
obtained by their laboratories and co-ordinating, as far as possible, their
future worko It is hoped that, in the future, laboratories in Israel, USSR (Black
Sea), and other Mediterranean countries will also participate in these meetings«,

A further base for international collaboration in the Mediterranean area is
the newly founded "Comité de Radioactivité Marine" of the "Commission Inter-
nationale pour l'Exploration Scientifique de la Mer Méditerranée (CIESM), whose
President is the Director of the IAEA Laboratory - Monaco» The sessions, which
are held every two years, give the opportunity for presentation and discussion
of the problems related to marine radioactivity-
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